Goodreads and Amazon Reviews for On Death and Flying.



On Death and Flying carries the reader along with one man's attempt to find justice and
peace. Tim Martin's writing keeps the action moving along and yet allows a deeper
understanding of the narrator and his search for meaning in the 21st century. On Death
and Flying works as two connected parts, one highly suspenseful and a page turner, and
the second, more philosophical, probing the nature of fairness, justice and the individual's
ability to take action and make a difference. Tim Martin writes beautifully about the
West, the outdoors and the pleasure of being a slightly grouchy, 60 year old man. I
recommend the book and look forward to future books by Martin.



An excellent first novel by Tim Martin! Subtle but gripping plot twists. Martin's main
character, Chip Crandle, is the epicenter of an existential tornado that sucks up the
characters and spits out karmic Justice. Crandle is an Everyman seeking to do the Right
Thing. Before time runs out.



Tim Martin came roaring out of the chute and had me riveted to my chair on his very first
stab at writing a book! I read it in two sittings-- couldn't put it down! I cannot add to what
previous reviewers have said, except to say 'Kudos, Mr. Martin!



Enjoyed this book so much! I wanted Chip Crandle's adventures to go on and on. This is
a book that one thinks about for days after you read the last page. Looking forward to
Tim Martin's next novel.



I could not put On Death and Flying down. From page one, Chip Crandle takes me on an
incredible, and powerful journey. At the end of every chapter you are flung into the next
chapter as you fly down the road with Chip and the folks he meets and influences on his
trip. Tim has a way with words; painting his masterpiece with words. I can't wait for the
next book.



Well-written, thought-provoking story. Challenges concept of right and wrong. Includes
an unexpected plot twists that make its likeable “everyman” protagonist a hero of the best
kind.



Exciting and thought provoking. On Death and Flying certainly gives you a view of how
things might go if you did the right thing even if it was wrong. And then the wild ride
across the country with an array of interesting characters and experiences. Loved it.



Strange entertainment. This book took a different turn every few pages. I never knew
what would happen next. It was great!



Tim and I apparently have way too many things in common. I related to so much of what
he wrote that I could not put "On Death and Flying" down. This book is for anyone who

has a distinct sense of fair play and for doing the right thing; anyone who values
adventure. Read it!


Intriguing story that keeps you guessing about what is coming next, but with many
nuggets along the way that cause reflection...on aging, relationships with friends and
family and what matters in life. Well done and hard to put down!



A great read with unexpected twists, colorful characters, and some deep questions to
ponder as you follow Chip Crandle on his journey for justice, meaning, and redemption.
Starts with a bang and keeps those pages turning!



Exciting and riveting. Captivating down to the last sentence.



Beautifully written. Awesome read!



A book off the beaten path. A creative mind brings us an unusual story with a little touch
of wonderland.



Grabbed me from the beginning. Thought provoking. Exciting. Looking forward to what
Tim Martin has in store with his next literary work!



"On Death and Flying" captures so much about the character of this place Tim and I call
home and the style and comfort Tim expresses in the nuances of day to day life here. Add
to that, a story so powerful in weaving realities and circumstances. In lessons from the
past affecting the present. In perception and spirituality. In utter filth and degradation to
redemption and some sort of quasi-acceptance.
The layers to the story Tim tells here are deep and meaningful. And important.
I think the purest thing I can say about this book is that the entire time, I felt like I was
riding shotgun right along with Chip. That, to me, is the essence of great writing.

